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A conventional wisdom in studies o f recent American elections is that politicians manipulate the economy for electoral purposes. In this view, presidents
improve short-term national economic conditions before elections, confident
that even the slightest economic improvement enhances their chance for
reelection. Further, voters are believed to support politicians who improve
their personal economic situation and punish those who do not. This relationship between economic policy and elections rests on the willingness and ability o f governments to manipulate the national economy and the willingness
and ability o f voters to reciprocate.
Edward Tufte's Political Control oj'the Economy is the most complete e f fort to document the relationship between elections and the economy.' Tufte
argues ( 1 ) that politicians shape national economic policy for electoral purposes by ( 2 ) increasing transfer payments immediately prior to the election,
and ( 3 )that these policies are rewarded by voters, which ( 4 ) produces a twoyear electoral-economic cycle in which economic indicators fluctuate with the
occurrence o f national elections.
This paper analyzes the empirical and analytical underpinnings o f the relationship between elections and the economy and invalidates much o f Tufte's
argument. W e show ( 1 ) that there is no evidence o f a two-year electoral-economic cycle, ( 2 ) that although there appears to be a four-year cycle it is not
manipulated through transfer payments, and ( 3 ) that it has historically occurred only when some presidents sought reelection. Finally, we provide evidence ( 4 ) that voters do not respond to the economic changes induced by
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Table 1 Annilal Chanse\ In Real Dihpo\able Incornc per C a p ~ t aD u r ~ n gElection and
Nonelecrion Years

R e a l D i s p o s a b l e Income p e r C a p i t a
Increased
10
9

E l e c t i o n Years
N o n e l e c t i o n Years

SOURCE:

Decreased
2
2

No Change
0
0

Edward R. T u f t e , P o l i t i c a l C o n t r o l of t h e Economy
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1978), pp. 1 6 , 25.

*Excludes Eisenhower y e a r s .

See n o t e 3 .

politicians in a fashion predicted by the advocates of an electoral-economic
link. We conclude by presenting a different, and more limited. statement of
that relat~onship.

A Political Economy Cycle
The contention that there is a political manipulation of the economy rests on
the existence of an electoral-economic cycle, a historical pattern of economic
improvement in election years followed by declines on off y e a r s . V u f t e concludes that such a cycle is evident in every post-World War I1 administration
except Eisenhower's-that
real disposable income per capita increased
sharply in presidential and congressional election years but not in nonelection
years. We find evidence of there having been accelerated economic improvement, however, only in 1948, 1964, 1972, and 1976, when the incumbent
president sought reelection. The data for midterm congressional and nonincumbent presidential election years d o not show the expected pattern.
There is no evidence of any electoral-economic cycle that is defined as a recurrent pattern of economic improvement followed by economic decline. As
Table 1 shows, real disposable income per capita increased in all but four of
the non-Eisenhower years, and these four were evenly divided between election and nonelection y e a r s . V h e evidence for the existence of an electoraleconomic cycle is in the second derivative: the growth of real disposable income accelerated mostly in election years and decelerated mostly in nonelection years (see Table 2). Indeed, election years account for over 70 percent of
those in which growth accelerated.
Yet the historical record indicates that even this pattern is not a uniform
one. Excluding the Eisenhower period, five of the eight election years during
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'Fable 2 Accelerat~onIn Real D ~ y x n a b l eIncome per

1948-52,

1961-76

E l e c t i o n Years
Nonelection Years

SOURCE:

Cdp~fd

R e a l D i s p o s a b l e Income p e r C a p i t a
Accelerated
8
3

Decelerated
3
8

T u f t e , p p . 1 6 , 25.

*Excludes Eisenhower y e a r s .

See n o t e 3

which there was accelerated growth in real disposable income per capita were
presidential election years (Table 3). Accelerations occurred whenever the incumbent president ran for reelection (1948, 1964, 1972, and 1976). During
midterm congressional election years, however. the change in real disposable
income per capita were as likely to decelerate as to accelerate. There is no association between acclerated economic growth and congressional election
years. We conclude, therefore, that accelerated growth in real disposable income per capita occurs consistently only during presidential election years in
which an incumbent seeks reelection. The electoral-economic cycle of accelerated growth in real disposable income per capita is a four-year, not a biannual. one.'

Transfer Payments, Economic Policy, and Elections
Tufte argues that presidents "immediately and directly" manipulate real disposable income in election years by manipulating transfer payments so that
millions of voters receive larger-than-normal government checks just before
the election. Indeed, he argues that the precise date of the election in any year
explains whether the highest government check will be the October or
November one. This pattern of heaping transfer payments in the immediate
preelection period (Octokyphosis or Novemkyphosis) differs from nonelection years, when increases occur from month to month and peak in December.
This particular formulation is original to Tufte and assumes (1) that transfer
payments are the mechanism for creating the electoral-economic cycle in real
disposable income per capita, (2) that transfer payments are timed to peak,
atypically, around election time, and (3) that recipients attribute the increased
benefits to incumbents and reward them.
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'Fable 3 Annildl Change In Real D1spo3dhle Income per Cdp~td.1916-53. 1'161-76
ilcce L e r a t i o n
1946-52,

1961-76

Deceleration

E x c l i ~ i i i n gt h e F i s e n h o w e r Y e a r s

P r e s r d e n t i a l E l e c t i o n Year
Midterm E l e c t i o n Year
None1et:ion Year

Presidential Election
(incumbent s e e k i n g r e e l e c t i o n )
Presidential Election
( n o incumbent i n r a c e )

SOURCE:

Tufte, pp. 16, 25.

Our conclusions are different. W e show ( I ) that only two elections since
1946 exhibit the pattern of transfer payments peaking just before an election,
(2) that monthly fluctuations in transfer payments d o not explain election-year
cycles in real disposabie income per capita, and (3) that there is no relationship between monthly fluctuations in transfer payments and monthly evaluations of the president's performance.
The Timing of Transfer Payments
Tufte claims that transfer payments are heaped on the electorate just before
elections. He contends that this "kyphosis occurred before the 1962, 1963.
1970. and 1972 elections." Using the same source that Tufte cites, we are unable to reproduce his findings, however. We find an October o r November
peak in transfer payments in 1962 and 1972 but not in 1963 or 1970. In 1963,
transfer payments were highest in January and next highest in December."
From 1946 to 1976 inclusive, only two election years, 1962 and 1972,
showed a peak in November (see Table 4). Indeed, 1972 is the only year for
which the data dramatically fit the theoretical expectations. In other national
election years, transfer payments peaked either during the first half of the year
or in December. Moreover, nonelection years did not always show a steady
month-to-month rise that peaked in December. In some years. stepped-up
payments o r retroactive increases created a peak at some time other than December, and pre-December peaks were as likely to have occurred in nonelection years as in election ones.
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Table 4 T i r n ~ n got Peak\ In Monthl! Trdn\ter Pd>nient> in E l e c t ~ o nand Nonelect~on
Ye,il\. 19-17-1978

E l e c t i o n Ye ars
Nonelection Years

1st

2nd

Quarter

Quarter

3
1

0
2

3rd
Oct.
Quarter

0

3

l*
2

Nov.

Dec.

2**

10
7

1

SOURCE: U S. Council oi Econon~~c
A d ~ ~ s e r Economic,
s.
Indrccirors (Wash~ngton. [D.C.]:
Office. 1918-19791. bar~ousmontlily i\\ues. Thih is the source that Tufte
G o ~ e r n n ~ r nPrlnt~ng
t
used and 11 is somew hat problen~atic\ince ~t does not always tully capture subsequent rekisions of
the data. Compare w ~ t hU.S. Department of Commerce. "The National Income and Product Accounts ot the United State\: Rev~sedEstimates. 1929-71." Sirrye? of' C~trrenrB ~ s i n e s s ,56
(January 1976). pan 11, pp 10-44. Use of thi\ latter source prob~des,lightly d~fferentmonthly
f~guresalthough the pattern IS u\uallq tlie same. This latter ,ource suggests, however, that there
bas no No\smk)phosis e\en In 1962 and that only 1972 t ~ t sTufte'\ argument.

Disposable Income and Transfer Payments
Irrespective of the existence of kyphosis, it is implausible that a monthly
heaping of transfer payments can explain an annual cycle of chsnges in disposable income. Nonetheless. presidents may still use increases in transfer
payments to accelerate growth in disposable income, in which case we should
find evidence of a relationship between annual changes in real transfer payments per capita (see Appendix A) and annual changes in real disposable income per capita. During the postwar period, however, there was no such relationship (see Table 7). Nor has there been a positive association between the
acceleration of these two economic indicators throughout seven presidential
administrations. An analysis of only election years o r even of non-Eisenhower
election years shows much the same story. An increase in transfer payments is
not the policy mechanism by which presidents improve the economy for their
reelection bids.

An Electoral Cycle in Transfer Payments?
Even though changes in transfer payments are not associated with fluctuations
in disposable income, it may still be that fluctuations in transfer payments are
associated with election years. After all, if incumbent presidents use the policy levers at their disposal to try to insure their reelections, and if they most
easily control transfer payments, there might be an electoral cycle in transfer
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Table 5 Chdnge\ In Ann~l'11R e d rrdn\ter P,t)rnt.nts per C ~ p ~ and
t a In Annudl Redl
D ~ y o \ a b l rlnionie per Caplta. 1946-76

!ncre,ise i n :Annual T r a n s f e r Pdyments
by l n c r e a s e i n Real D i s p o s a b l e I n c o n e :

non-,.isenhocer

Y u l e ' s i)L

a l l )ear-.
e l e c t i o n yedrs
election vfars

, ' i c c e l e r a t i o n i n Annual l r d n s f e r Payments
by A c c e l e r a t i o n i n Real D i s p o s a b l e Income=
.ill y e a r s
election years
non-Eiseiitiower e l e c t i o n y e a r s

payments. There is. however, no systematic relationship between the annual
real change in transfer p a m e n t s ar,d thc occurrence of an election.
As was the case for real disposable income per capita, there is no electoraleconomic cycle of growth and decline in real transfer payments per capita.
Real transfer payments Ere\\ in 26 of the 31 years from 1936 to 1976 (see
Table 6 a ) . Thirteen were election years; thirteen were not. Moreover, decreases in transfer payments were as likely to occur in election years as in
nonelection years. There is also no evidence of an electoral-economic cycle in
the second derivative of real transfer payments per capita, which were as
likely to accelerate in nonelection years as in election years (see Table 6 b ) .
There is, then, no evidence that real transfer payments increase o r accelerate
especially in election year?.
Although there is no biannual election cycle in the growth of real transfer
payments. perhaps there is one associated with the self-interest of an incumbent president. Presidents may boost the economy with stepped-up transfer
payments only in those years when they seek reelection. After all, it was in
such years (1938, 1963. 1972. and 1976) that there were. in fact. clear accelerations in the growth of real disposable income. If presidents are most concerned with their own reelections, and if the control of transfer payments is
the lever most easily manipulated by the executive, then it is reasonable to expect unusual increases only in certain years. Yet in only one of the presidential election years since 1936 did annual real transfer payments increase
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Tables 6a and 6b Chanpes in Real Transter Pa\ments per Capita: Election and
Nonelect~onYears. 19-16-76
Table 6a

R e a l T r a n s f e r Payments p e r C a p i t a

E l e c t i o n Years
Nonelection Years

Increased
13
13

Decreased

3
2

Table 6b
R e a l T r a n s f e r Payments p e r C a p i t a

E l e c t i o n Years
Nonelection Years

SOURCE:

Accelerated
7
9

Decelerated
8

6

U.S. P r e s i d e n t , Economic R e p o r t of t h e P r e s i d e n t (Washington,
[D.C.]:
Government P r i n t i n g O f f i c e , 1 9 7 8 ) . pp. 281-282.
Also
s e e Appendix A.

more than the median annual change (see Table 7 ) .In none o f the four years in
which an incumbent sought reelection was there a quickening o f the increase
in real transfer payments. In other words, there is no evidence that presidents
augment transfer payments for electoral purposes."

Transfer Payments and Presidential Popularity
Although presidents d o not typically manipulate transfer payments. and although transfer payments do not, in turn, drive changes in real disposable income, it may be that increases in transfer payments may still rebound to the
president's benefit. After all. voters may very well, as T u f t e argues, reward
presidents who put more money in their pockets. Fluctuations in transfer
payments may thus explain changes in presidential popularity. W e do not
find, however, any overall relationship between fluctuations in transfer payments and presidential popularity, not even in the months immediately preceding presidential elections.
T o assess the political impact o f transfer payments, we regress monthly
Gallup presidential approval scores (gathered or tabulated every month by
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Table 7 .4nn~ialChange in Real Transfer Palrnents per Capita Relatixe to the Median
Change. 1946-76

Number 0 1
!ears (:rester
then median

?:umber of
Years equal to or
less tnan median

Presidential
Election Years
Congressional
-0::-vear
Elect ion
hsn-electior
Years

SOURCE:

See T a b l e

6.

Gallup) o n both changes and accelerations in the level of monthly transfer
payments. We have transformed the Gallup data to control for ( I ) the average
approval rating of an administration (PA3), because presidents vary in their
average popularity, (2) an administration's first month in office ( P A l ) , when
presidents often enjoy a honeymoon period, and ( 3 ) the highest level of a
president's term (PA2).' Although a wide variety of events can affect a president's approval rating, even a modest relationship with transfer payments
would give credence to the political importance of such benefits.
The estimated equations show no relationship between either increases or
accelerations in monthly transfer payments and adjusted monthly presidential
approval scores (see Table 8). All six equations are statistically insignificant.
There is no evidence that boosting the level of monthly transfer payments directly aided the political standing of a president during the postwar period.
There is, however, the possibility that the relationship between transfer
payments and presidential approval scores is strongest in the months just prior
to an election, when an incumbent president usually experiences an overall intransfer
~
crease in the public approval of his job p e r f ~ r m a n c e .Stepped-up
payments do not occur only in periods before national elections. but when
they do, a president may reap the benefits. Indeed, Tufte argues that presidents are very careful to ensure that increases in such transfer payments as social security are attributed to their efforts.
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Table 8 Equations Estimating the Effect of Adjusted Monthly Transfer Payments on
Adjusted Monthly Presidential Approval Scores, January 1945-December

1978
Change i n Monthly T r a n s f e r Payments

A c c e l e r a t i o n i n Monthly T r a n s f e r Payments

SOURCE: The Gallup Opinion Index, Report No. 125 (Princeton, [N.J.]: Princeton Opinion
Press, 1976); The Gallup Opinion Index, Report No. 163 (Princeton, [N.J.]: Princeton Opinion
Press, 1979); U.S. Department of Commerce, "The National Income and Product Accounts of
the United States: Revised Estimates, 1929-74," Survey of Current Business, 56 (January 1976).
part 11, pp. 40-14; U.S. Department of Commerce, "U.S. National Income and Product Accounts: Revised Estimates, 1975-77," Survey of Current Business, 58 (July 1978). 36; and U.S.
Department of Commerce, "U.S. National Income and Product Accounts: Revised Estimates,
1976-78," Survey of Current Bwiness, 59 (July 1979), 36. Also see Appendix B for the adjustments.

We reestimated the effects of transfer payments on presidential approval
scores, limiting our analysis to the six months prior to elections in which incumbent presidents (excluding Eisenhower) sought reelection (1948, 1964,
1972, and 1976-see Table 9). The results do not differ from those obtained
for the entire postwar period. There is no significant relationship between
either changes in or accelerations in the growth of monthly transfer payments
and actual or adjusted presidential support. Thus, even for the preelection
periods in which one might expect there to have been a political effect from
short-term economic improvement, none appears.

The Attribution Problem
Although we find no relationship between transfer payments and popular approval of presidential performance, Tufte's argument linking transfer pay-
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Table 9 Equations Estimating the Effect of Adjusted Monthly Transfer Payments on
Actual and Adjusted Support for the Incumbent in Presidential Trial Heats,
June or July to October 1918, 1964, 1972 and 1976
Change i n Monthly T r a n s f e r Payments

A c c e l e r a t i o n i n Monthly T r a n s f e r Payments

*PS

*

= 48.99

+

.63 TA
(1.28)

It2 = . 0 2 , F = .24

PS = P e r c e n t s u p p o r t i n g t h e P r e s i d e n t i n t r i a l h e a t s a g a i n s t
t h e nominee of t h e opposing p a r t y

**

PS1 = PS c o n t r o l l e d f o r t h e i n i t i a l l e v e l of such s u p p o r t

SOURCE: George H. Gallup, The Gallup Poll: Public Opinion 1935-1971 (New York: Random
House, 1972), pp. 745, 749-51, 753, 757, 759, 761, 764, 766, 1894, 1898-99, 1901, 1903-4,
1906-7; and George H. Gallup, The Gallup Poll: Public Opinion 1972-77 (Wilmington, [Del.]:
Scholarly Resources, Inc.. 19781, pp. 45, 50, 55, 59, 64, 66.68.801-2,815, 818, 850-51, 864,
877-78, 893-94. For sources of transfer payments data, see Table 8. Also see Appendix B.

ments and voting in presidential elections remains plausible. Tufte assumes
that individuals attribute increased payments to the incumbent administration
and reward the president by voting for him. This microlevel argument assumes that individuals respond to personal economic circumstances and that
those who receive larger government checks before elections vote for incumbents proportionally more than the rest of the population does. We want to assess this assumption directly in order to explain the absence of an aggregate
relationship between transfer payments and presidential approval.
Presidents do worry about the attribution of government largesse, and "to
insure that no beneficiary missed the point, every newly increased social security check since 1954 has been accompanied by a notice containing the
name of the incumbent President."Vet there has been no analysis of whether
voters make the simple connection between receiving a check from the government and crediting an incumbent administration.

Thctd A . B r o w and .4rtlzilr '4.Stein
There are no survey data a ~ a i l a b l ethat directly test the impact of monthly
transfer payments on \,oters. There is, however. one set of data that gives us a
glimpse of the relationship between the receipt of a government check and a
voter's political behavior. Fortunately, it is for 1972, the only year for which
there is evidence supporting Tufte's argument about economic manipulation
for electoral purposes. That surbey included questions about the unusually
large tax refunds received by individuals in the spring of that year. In 1971,
the income tax laws were changed to correct underwithholding problems for
families with two incomes. This correction led in turn to overwithholding
from many taxpayers, which meant that they received unusually large tax refunds in the spring of 1972. For most. the 1972 refund check arrived after the
presidential campaign had begun; typically, taxpayers received it during the
middle or late primaries.
The Institute for Social Research included questions about the tax refund in
its 1972 national election study. Respondents were asked whether they had received a tax refund, whether it was larger or smaller than expected. and, most
important, to what they attributed it."' Over half of the sample said that they
had, in fact. received a refund.
Whatever this money bought. it clearly did not buy ~ o t e for
s the incumbent.
Among those receiving a tax refund in 1972, 67 percent voted for the incumbent. Richard Nixon. But Nixon received fully 71 percent of the vote ofthose
who found, upon filing, that they owed the government. Of those receiving a
tax refund in 1972. 12 percent said that it was larger than expected. Those receiving a larger-than-expected refund would seem the most likely to reward
the incumbent. Yet. fewer of those who received a larger-than-expected check
actually voted for Nixon in 1972 (66 percent) than of those who received a
smaller-than-expected amount (72 percent)."
One reason why tax refunds had no effect on the presidential vote in 1972 is
that voters did not attribute it to the incumbent administration. Of those who
received larger-than-expected checks, over 80 percent did not even know why
they had received the additional money. Of those who did suggest a specific
reason, less than 1 percent suggested that it had to d o with the government or
politics.
Analogously, we argue that voters probably d o not attribute increased
transfer payments to an incumbent president's actions or believe that they owe
electoral support because a veteran's check or survivors' benefit increased.
Politicians may see this as a massive porkbarrel operation, but the recipients
of monthly transfer payments almost certainly view such income as an entitlement rather than as government largesse. A social security check, like a tax
refund. is not a gift, and meager increases around election time are not likely
to be viewed any differently than increases at other times of the year."
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Conclusion
Our analysis of the political economy of national elections suggests the existence. at most. of an intermittent four-year economic-electoral cycle. W e do
find evidence of clear acceleration in real disposable income per capita in the
four years when presidents sought reelection (1948, 1964. 1972, and 1976).
In congressional election years and in presidential election years when the incumbent did not seek reelection. the economy was as likely to decelerate as to
accelerate.
The accelerated growth in real disposable income per capita in the four
years when presidents (except Eisenhower) sought reelection was caused not
by increased transfer payments but by changes in macroeconomic policy. especially tax policy. In each case, a major tax cut stimulated growth. Ironically. the 1948 tax cut was enacted by Congress over a presidential veto. The
1964 tax cut provided an $11.5 billion tax reduction, two-thirds of which went
into immediate effect, before the 1964 election. Taxpayers also felt the immediate benefits of a reduction in withholding.I3 The 1971 cut reduced business and indi\idual taxes by $8.6 billion a year in 1971 and 1972, again before a national election. Coupled with a business investment tax credit, an additional tax cut of $2.4 billion was realized in 1972. In 1975, Congress once
again asserted itself by increasing a one-shot rebate of the 1974 tax payments
requested by President Ford."
In the electoral-economy literature. accelerated income growth in election
years and decelerated income growth in nonelection years are taken as evidence of presidential manipulations of the economy. Presidents are presumed
to have the power precisely to direct, and time. changes in national economic
conditions. Yet presidents can rarely d o either. The structure of government is
not readily suited to such a fine tuning of the economy, because the controls
for economic change are in so many hands. This is one reason why Tufte focuses on the preelection heaping of transfer payments as the policy lever most
easily and directly manipulable by presidents interested in accelerated economic improvement in election years. We have shown, however, that there is
no pattern of preelection heaping of transfer payments, that such a monthly
heaping could not explain annual growth in disposable income, and that even
annual fluctuations in transfer payments do not explain the fluctuations in disposable income from which an electoral-economic cycle is inferred. Yet even
major changes in transfer payments are not at the sole discretion of the president but require congressional approval. Tufte's argument about the monthly
heaping of transfer payments prior to elections is a narrower claim based on
the president's more limited ability to manipulate monthly processing of
checks.
Changes in real disposable income per capita are taken in the electoral-
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economy literature as evidence of presidential manipulation of the economy.
Yet Tufte's argument that transfer payments drive changes in real disposable
income does not hold. Rather, changes in real disposable income are caused
by macroeconomic policy shifts. Thus, it becomes difficult to argue that
presidents have indeed manipulated the economy for electoral purposes. First.
presidents do not have sole control of macroeconomic policy. Control of the
money supply is invested in the Federal Reserve Board, which is independent
of the White House. Changes in tax and fiscal policy require congressional assent. Second, even if a president could coordinate stimulative economic policy with other branches and agencies, it would be extremely difficult to time
economic improvement to coincide with election years, much less to peak in
the month or two before the election itself. The long-awaited Reagan recovery
is just the most recent example. In short, the argument that presidents manipulate the economy in order to insure their reelections rests on the problematic
assumptions that presidents have the power to steer the economy and that accelerated economic growth can be timed with certainty.
The inability of the president to control macroeconomic policy means that
there is a problem in inferring intentionality from economic fluctuations. An
acceleration in economic growth in an election year has repeatedly been seen
as evidence of economic manipulation by the president. Yet the accelerated
economic growth in at least two cases occurred despite. and not because of.
the incumbent's desires. President Truman vetoed a tax cut in 1948, as he had
twice done in 1947. The 1948 veto was overriden by the Republicandominated Congress, and it was this tax cut that spurred the economy.
Throughout 1974, President Ford refrained from cutting taxes, because he believed that such a move would be inconsistent with his anti-inflationary
policies. In 1975, President Ford finally asked Congress for a one-year tax cut
in the form of a rebate. Yet an aggressive Congress placed its own stamp on
the federal tax legislation that year, dramatically increasing the president's rebate proposal. Not surprisingly, politicians have often disagreed about who
should receive the credit or blame for economic policies and economic performance.
Even if presidential control of the economy is not quite what Tufte cracks it
up to be. national economic conditions can still affect political behavior and
political outcomes. The relationship is not the microlevel one that Tufte suggests, however. There is no evidence that recipients of larger government
checks attribute this to the incumbent administration; voters do not reward incumbents who put more money in their pockets. There is simply no relationship between fluctuations in transfer payments and tluctuations in presidential
approval scores. Further, other studies find little or no relationship between
personal economic circumstances and the vote. Even analyses of the electoral
response to national economic conditions find evidence only that voters
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Table 10 Annual Cl~ansesin Real Disposable Income per Capita and in Real Transfer
Payments per Capita. 1916-76
-

-

p e r c e n t annual
change i n r e a l
disposable
income p e r c a p i t a
-2.90
-5.90
3.40
-1.50
5.90
.90
1.10
2.30
.60
4.10
2.50
.30
.50
2.30
.04
1.00
2.60
1.90
5. b0
4.80
3.90
3.00
2.80
1.50
3.00
2.60
3.30
5.90
-2.20
1.00
3.10

-

percent annual
change i n r e a l
transfer
payments Der c a p i t a *
66.30
8.20
-10.30
9.10
17.20
-23.50
.10
3.90
12.00
5.10
2.90
9.90
15.40
.60
3.00
10.40
.03
2.30
1.b0
4.80
6.30
13.60
8.30
5.10
13.70
11.60
6.00
7 . j0
6.10
15.20
2.80

-

-

-

*The p r i c e d e f l a t o r used t o c a l c u l a t e r e a l t r a n s f e r payments was g e n e r a t e d
u s i n g t h e f i g u r e s f o r d i s p o s a b l e p e r s o n a l income.

U. 5. P r e s i d e n t , Economic Reyort of t h e P r e s i d e n t
(Washington, [ D . C . ] :
Government P r i n t i n g O f f i c e , 1978),
pp. 281, 283.
SOURCE:

punish incumbents for poor performances but do not necessarily reward them
for economic improvement.
Our own view is that economic change at most affects the agenda of
election-year issues. A declining or sluggish economy is certain to be an election issue for which incumbents take the heat. In such cases, the economic
issue will help the challenger. An improving economy, on the other hand,
simply insures the incumbent that the economy will not be an election-year
issue. The incumbent may not be rewarded for the economy's performance,
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Table 11 Gallup Monthly Presidential Approval Scores

Administration

Period

Beginning
Approval
Score

Highest
Approval
Score

Average
Score

Truman

1/46

-

i2/52

63

69

40

Eisenhower

1/53

-

12/60

67

79

65

Kennedy

1/61

-

11/63

72

79

70

Johnson

12/63

-

12/68

78

80

55

Nixon

1/69

-

8/74

60

67

49

Ford

9/74

-

12/76

66

66

46

Carter

1/77

-

12/78

69

72

54

SOURCE:

The G a l l u p O p i n i o n I n d s , R e p o r t s 1 2 5 , 1 6 3 .

and other issues that form the basis for the challenger's campaign may lead to
the incumbent party's defeat. War and peace, for example, have been critical
concerns in a number of postwar elections, especially during America's two
periods of involvement in Asian land wars.'Tandidates may be so popular or
unpopular that their personalities or their qualifications for leadership overshadow the state of the economy.16 In short, an improving economy in an
election year is not necessarily a guarantee of presidential reelection.
Nonetheless, presidents clearly prefer an improving national economy to a
deteriorating one even in nonelection years. Moreover, they probably do especially desire economic improvement in the year of their reelection bid. Yet
presidents cannot engender economic growth singlehandedly: and often, they
cannot precisely direct and time the future course of the economy. The immediate electoral effect of their economic policies is on the issue agenda, on
whether or not the economy will itself become an election issue. This is part,
but by no means all, of the story of who wins the presidency.

The Adjustment of Monthly Transfer Payments and Real
Disposable Income to Comparable Annual Measures
In order to evaluate the relationship between tluctuations in transfer payments and in
real disposable income per capita, it is necessary to have comparable data for the two
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serleh. l'sing the data a ~ a i l a b l efrom the bconornic Rt~porrql'rlie P r e ~ i d e n rlor both
real disposable income per capita and disposable Income per capita ( i . e . . data on d ~ s posible income in both constant and current dollars). we h a \ e calculated a price deIlator by diiiding the series in current dollars by the one in constant dollars. L'sing
yearly populat~ondata from the I.'.S . Department of Commerce. we determined annual
real transfer payments per capita and then standard~redthem in order to p r o ~ i d edata
showing the a n n ~ l a lpercentage change in real transfer payments per caplta. Thiis. as
Table 10 sho~vh,it I S poisible to analy/e the c o \ a r i a t ~ o nol' changes In real transfer
payments per caplta ~ i t changes
h
in real d ~ i p o \ a b l eincome per caplta acres\ election
and nonelect~on> e a r \ .

The equations estimated In Table\ S and 9 Lvere specified as lollows:

\\hue Y

=

PA1 monthly presidential appro\al scores adjusted for the f ~ r s tmontli
ot' an administration
PA2 monthly pre~idential appro\al scores adjusted tor the liifliest
score during an administration
PA3 monthly p r e s ~ d e n t ~ aapproxal
l
icores adjiisted i i ~ rthe a\erage
score tor an administrat~on
PS preiidential support in trial heats against the nominee of the opposing party
PSI presidential s ~ ~ p p oin
r t trial heats controlled for the initial level of
iuch support

-

a -- a constant that 1s without meaning
the regression coeffic~ent
b
X = T C change in monthly transfer payments
T A acceleration in ~nonthlytransfer payments
a randomly distributed error term
e

P A I . PA?, and PA3 were c o n s t r ~ ~ c t etor
d each administration in the post-World \Var I I
period b> wbtracting the monthly a p p r o ~ a lscore from the Ie\els shown in Table I I .
T A and T C were constructed in the t'ollow~ngway:
T C = (T,-T,-,
T A = ITr-T,-,I-(T,-,-T,-?)
where
T. T, , , T , _ , = seasonally adjusted monthly transfer payments at time, t. at time, t- I .
etc.
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intra-administration \ariation of each president's term of office is unadjusted.
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of the questions about the tax refund follows:
R I . "At federal income tax filing t ~ m elast spring, I mean early in 1972. did you (and your
husband/wife) find that you were entitled to a refund. or did you owe the government money,
weren't you required to file an income tax return?"
R4: "Was your federal tax refund last spring larger than you had expected before you filled out
the tax return, or was it smaller, or was the refund about what you had expected?"
R4a: "Why was the refund larger than you expected it would be?"
11. It may be, of course. that those who owed money were those with h~gherIncomes, those
much more likely to be Republican partisans. Indeed, their predisposition to support the Republican candidate at certain fixed levels must be considered a base against which the effects of a tax
refund can be measured. The construct of the normal vote provides a theoretically meaningful
way to establish a normal baseline expectation of voting behavior, and it is possible to provide a
derived baseline to indicate the degree of support each party could expect to receive from those
who rece~veda tax refund as well as from those who found themselves mailing the IRS a check.
See Philip E. Converse, "The Concept of the Normal Vote," in Elections and the Political
Order. Angus Campbell, Philip E. Converse, W a m n E. Miller, and Donald E. Stokes, eds.
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1966), pp. 9-39: and Arthur H. Miller, "Normal Vote Analysis: Sensit~vityto Change O \ e r Time," American Journal of Political Science 23 (May 1979):
406-25. These expected Lalues can be compared to the observed Republican proportion of the
presidential vote within each of these categories (refund recipients and check writers). We can assess the difference between the expected and the observed vote in order to determ~nehow recelving a tax refund affects partisan support for the Republican incumbent.
Taxpayers who owed the government additional money were expected to have given the incumbent about four percentage polnts more (46 percent) support than those who received arefund
(42 percent). That expectation was, In fact, borne out in the observed proportion of each group
that Loted Republican (71 percent and 67 percent, respectively).
A normal vote analysis for those who expected more or less than they In fact r e c e i ~ e dalso supports the finding that a larger-than-expected refund from the goLernment did not increase the voter's likelihood of supporting the incumbent. The expected Lote for those receiving a smallerthan-expected tax refund was less Republican (39 percent) than those receiving more than expected (44 percent). Yet this predisposition did not carry over in the two groups' voting behavior:
again, those receiving less back than they expected were more likely to support the incumbent (72
percent! than the other recipients of tax refunds (66 percent) were.
12. This I \ conslhtent w ~ t hthe sbsence of any relat~on,h~p
b etween monthly transfer payments
and monthly prejident~ala pprobal ,cores. T h ~ cs omplements the findings that personal economic
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"Elections communales." In one of the communes. a local party called InterCts Communaux du
Kinyaga (Intercoki) won 3 seats, or 23 percent. Because this party was widely regarded as a front
for Rader, I include its seats among those for "Tuutsi-related parties."
77. Theda Skocpol, Stares and Social Revolurions (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1979). pp. 114-15.
78. As Janies Scott has pointed out, peasant institutions insulated from state power can prov~de
a basis for particularly militant forms of protest. See his "Hegemony and the Peasantry," Politics
and Society 7, no. 3 (1977): 267-96.
79. Scott, Moral Economy of rhe Peasant.
80. Samuel L. Popkin, The Rational Peasant: The Political Economy of Rirral Society in L'ietnam (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1979).
81. For an analysis of various ways in which colonialism has affected rural African societies,
resulting in development for some, underdevelopment for others, see Joel Samoff, "Underdevelopment and Its Grass Roots in Africa," Canadian Jorcrnal of African Studies 14, no. 1 (1980):
5-36. Samoff emphasizes the importance of local level studies for exploring the differential effects of colonial changes.
82. An important goal of the rural protesters was to regain rights that had been eroded by the
development of state structures under colonialism. However, the espousal of that goal should not
be interpreted as the expression of an attempt to reestablish structures and relationships of the
same form.

Errata
"The Political Economy of National Elections," by Thad A. Brown and Arthur A. Stein (July
1982, vol. 14, no. 4): p. 483, main paragraph, should be "see Table 5" rather than Table 7; p.
488, Table 9: under "acceleration in monthly transfer payments," the equation should read:
"*PS= 48.99 - .63 TAM(i.e., a minus sign rather than a plus sign); p. 496, note 6 , paragraph 2,
line 8, should be: "that the yearly change in economic conditions has a significant direct effect on
the congressional vote. . . ." (the word direct was left out); p. 486, Table 7 should read:

Number of
Years Greater
than median
Presidential
Election Years
Congressional
off-year Election
Non-election
Years

* 1968
Source: See Table 10

Number of
Years equal to or
less than median

